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Embodied Tantric Weekend

Tantra as a milenary practice gives to us a transformative experience that allows 
you to expand and liberate yourself as a human being. 
This weekend we want that you can have an experience that is a life living 
momentum, but that this one can be embodied either as a liberation, knowldge 
or  as a transformative process. 

The transformative part comes in when we take that grief or bitterness or suffering 
and let it be the catalyst that impels us to a new state of being; that instead of 
experiencing our emotions as random stepping stones, we allow ourselves to see 
the path that is forming at our feet and dare to take it, follow it to a new 
awareness. 
The transformative part means we change who we are, instead of merely how we 
feel. 

Our bodies, like everything else, are communicators to us. They 
communicate our divinity, in an immediate, uncomplicated manner. Our 
bodies are as profound a source of wisdom to us as our minds and spirits. 
They are faithfully attuned to our highest path, even though we are ashamed 
of them, hate them and, more often that not, attempt to control their 
expression. 

What does mean To embody— is to personify, incorporate, giving human form, 
realize, manifest, express, symbolize, represent, epitomize, incarnate, encapsulate, 
exemplify !!! 

This is a workshop that will require vulnerability, courage and compassion. It is 
designed to make you uncomfortable or generate an experience, if any fear 
or shame about your body exists in you. We are going to see, do and share 
intimate and absurd things that will show you which area of physicality is 
holding your resistance or repulsion. If you have it in you to play, you can 
finally surrender your shame and self-hatred and form an unconditionally 
loving partnership with your body for life. 

Are you ready to embody?

.
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 :: 30/6: Intro evening The Embodiment of Tantra, mixed group 
 :: 1/7: The Power of Ritual for Sacred Sexuality, mixed group 
 :: 2/7. Sacred Touch & Body Energy, yoga and massage day for men



Embodiment of Tantra… Introductional Practice 
Mix Experince .  Friday, June 30th. 6pm to 10 pm 

  
The manifested energy on you moves with in 4 bodies: 

Physical ,energetical, causal and emotional. Every body allow you to 

deliver an experience that is individual but at the same time you link this 
experience with other or the whole group. To embody tantra this afternoon 
we will use of the body in conjunction with 3 key elements: the control of 
prana (use of the oxygen in our body in terms of life force energy); the use 
of the body via postures, locks and inflections on it; & the use of sexual 

energy. This transformative practice will allow you to collect energy, expand 
that energy and even generate orgasms. Besides, this effect every Kriya or 
exercise delivers a momentum of feeling or sense something, this generates 
a process that is translated as life living knowldge. 

This practice is like an energetical sadhana to bring life force energy to 

your body, to awake the inner wisdom on you, to bring a meditational state, 
and generate a blissful state. 

Please bring comfortable cloths, a beach towel, come freshly 
showered and finger nails clipped. 
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The power of Ritualism… on Sacred Sexuality 
Mix Experince.   Saturday, July 1st from 9am to 18hrs 

A rite are a series of acts (rituals) that becomes a sacred or divine system 
and process with the intention to create a result. With in Tantra, ritualism is 
part of one of the main tools that allow the human being to connect with 
themselves, but also allow us to connect with supra-consious. The repettion 
of this acts in the same way create a belief system. Sometimes, these rituals 
can become an act of healing or extended supra-natura power.  
WWIth in this realm, ritualism used on sacred sexuality can be use with our 
lovers, to heal them or to connect our sexual acts with the cura-consious; or 
even to show to us the divine presence of ourselves in this plane. 

The coming together and alchemical transformation of opposites through 
the act of connecting to your partner, symbolic representation of fusion, or 
the energetic enactment of such.  

This workshop opens up the limits of one’s own body to reach out to what 
lies beyond even the deep intimate contact with your partner: the 
temporary Union with the Beloved, the reconnection to your own Source 
and being.  

We ask you to bring a sarong, flowers, a beach towel, a small towel (hand), 
olive oil 250ml., one small candle per person, freshly showered, and finger 
nails clipped. 

    �
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Sacred Touch & Body Energy… tantra 4 men 
Only 4 Men Experince.   Sunday, July 2nd. from 9am to 18hrs 

The power of consious touch has a diffrent meaning within Tantra. A Tantric 
massage is a healing and powerful technique. It combines the elegance of 
touch with the rhythm of breathing in the joy of feeling your body to the 
surface. The massage helps to bring this energy to the heart uniting, as well 
Tantric masters say, the energy of heaven and earth. For some it is a 
profound meditation technique.  

To stop the chatter of the mind, we reach a special state of quiet and from 
this sacred silence, we can purify our energy centers, achieving harmony 
and wellbeing. Massage is ideal for combating chronic fatigue, improve 
sexual dysfunction, overcoming depression,...  

It is proven that massage awakens sensuality, sensitivity, serenity, and many 
other qualities. Tantric massage includes intelligent selfobservation: it is 
meditation. One is accepted as is, with its flaws and virtues. The most 
important is the total acceptance that the body is so "divine" as the soul, 
because everything comes from the same.  

We ask you to bring a sarong, a beach towel, a small towel (hand), olive oil 
250ml., freshly showered, and finger nails clipped.

                                        �  
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COSTS: 

-Intro Evening, 6-10pm, 45 euro 
-The Power of Ritual for Sacred Sexuality, 9-6pm, 100 euro + 15 euro for 
lunch, tea, fruit 
-Sacred Touch & Body Energy (only for men), 9-6pm: 100 euro + 15 
euro for lunch, tea, fruit 

Intro + One Day: 130 euro, all-in 
Intro + Two Days: 230 euro, all-in 

**Sleeping over in the studio is possible, for 10 euro per night, breakfast 
included. 

Info and reservation:  

studiolalimite@gmail.com 
location: Studio La Limite, rue de la Limite 93, 1210 Brussels 
easily reachable by train and public transport (close to North Station)
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Sharing Knowledge: 

Anand Rudra 

truetantra mentor  

Yoga Alliance Teacher 

Deconnection University faculty member 

www.truetantra.eu

http://www.truetantra.eu
http://www.truetantra.eu

